INTRODUCTION
The Congressional Bills Project received NSF funding in 2000 (SES 0080061) to assemble a dataset 1 of all federal public bills introduced since 1947. The project's data set contains 390,000 records that include details about each bill's substance, progress and sponsors. Each bill is also assigned a single topic code drawn from the 226 subtopics of the Policy Agendas Project 2 . The resulting database is of high quality and used by researchers, instructors, students and citizens to study relative policy attention across time and venues. Researchers on other project teams are also classifying other government, media and public activities according to the same system, expanding the scope of comparison. A subset of published research, including articles and books, that consume the data may be found at the Policy Agendas web site 3 .
At this time, a common classification scheme from the Policy Agendas Project makes possible comparisons of all Congressional bill activity with all Congressional hearings activity, Presidential State of the Union addresses, New York Times stories (sample), Solicitor General Briefs, and Gallup's Most Important Problem poll indices, among others for the period 1947-present. To date, these classification projects have depended on the efforts of trained human coders. However, the time and cost involved in expanding to new datasets and continually updating existing systems are substantial. A high quality, automated approach, especially one that allows lessons learned in one venue to be applied to another, would greatly speed the availability of the data to researchers.
Unfortunately, published attempts detailing the development of automated sorting and classification tools for projects of this scale and complexity are few. Recent research from Benoit, Laver, and Garry [7] has examined automated classification of issue appeals in party platforms using a word scoring technique. In addition, Shulman and others [6] [12] have examined regulatory comment email duplicate detection using Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance and clustering techniques. Although Shulman's work is closer to our approach, we will instead propose a general purpose method borrowed from research in newswire topic spotting in computational linguistics.
On first appearance, legislative bills have similar document characteristics to newswire data. Topic spotting in legislative bills has similar goals to topic spotting in newswire data because both involve scanning a text segment for the predominance of a theme. Numerous techniques for topic classification have been well documented. In this work, support vector machines (SVMs) are chosen due to their strong performance on a wide variety of tasks.
SVMs are a natural fit for topic classification because they deal well with sparse data and large dimensionality. But legislative text has different language patterns and characteristics from the typical news stories or broadcasts usually classified in newswire topic spotting. Unlike news stories or broadcasts, legislative text uses a standard template and the language may be very similar for specific types of bills. We propose the commonalities will overwhelm the difficulties and make the task of topic spotting in legislation quite successful.
The remainder of this paper documents our approach to building a prototype of a SVM system to classify the legislative text of the U.S. Congress using the Policy Agendas coding scheme and human coded samples. The approach was tested on roughly 108,000 of the 390,000 records in the Congressional Bills Project databases, as this was the largest sample available at the time of analysis. The approach to classifier design is developed in Section 2. The evaluation methodology is presented in Section 3.
Experimental results are detailed in Section 4, and the main conclusions of this work are summarized in Section 5.
ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
Our goal is a software system that assists the Congressional Bills Project in classifying bills from the U.S. Congress according to the Policy Agendas coding scheme. Based on training examples (known as 'the truth') from expert coders, the system should scan each bill and determine which of 226 subtopic codes best fits each bill. The section below describes an algorithm that accomplishes the objective.
Support Vector Machines
SVMs were introduced in [14] and the technique attempts to find the best possible surface to separate positive and negative training samples. The best possible surface produces the greatest possible margin among the boundary points.
SVMs were developed for topic classification in [4] . Joachims motivates the use of SVMs using the characteristics of the topic classification problem: a high dimensional input space (the words), few irrelevant features, sparse document representation, and the knowledge that most text categorization problems are linearly separable. All of these factors are conducive to using SVMs because SVMs can train well under these conditions. That work performs feature selection with an information gain criterion and weights word features with a type of inverse document frequency. Various polynomial and RBF kernels are investigated, but most perform at a comparable level to (and sometimes worse than) the simple linear kernel. A software package for training and evaluating SVMs is available and described by [5] . That package is used for these experiments.
Word Feature Processing
Text input to topic classification systems is usually preprocessed and then word features are given weights depending on importance measures. Most text classification work begins with word stemming to remove variable word endings and reduce words to a canonical form so that different word forms are all mapped to the same token (which is assumed to have essentially equal meaning for all forms). Word features usually consist of stemmed word counts, adjusted by some weighting. Inverse document frequency is commonly used, and has some justification in [8] . More complex measures of word importance have shown to provide additional gains though. A weighted inverse document frequency is an extension of inverse document frequency to incorporate term frequency over texts, rather than just term presence [11] . Term selection can also help improve results and many past approaches have found information gain to be a good criterion ( [13] and [10] ).
During word feature processing, we remove non-word tokens, map text to lower case, and then apply the Porter Stemming Algorithm described in [9] 4 . The text is then distilled into features. Features such as inverse document frequency have been generally effective but more detailed forms of word weighting have shown improvements. This work adopts a weighting related to mutual information. Each word is given a feature value w i as shown in equation 1.
In this equation, the top term, p(w|t), is the probability of a word in a particular bill (the number of occurrences in this bill, divided by the number of total words in the bill). The denominator term p(w) is the probability of a word across all bills (the number of occurrences of this word in all bills, divided by the total number of words in all bills). This also reduces to an intuitive form as in equation 2 where it can be thought of as a ratio of word frequency given a bill, divided by the overall frequency in all available bills.
Finally, only words with w i > 0 are placed in the term by conversation matrix (this is all terms with a ratio greater than 1, or in other words those that occur more frequently than the corpus average).
Hierarchical Approach
Our approach is unique because our problem demands innovation on the typical use of SVMs. We have chosen a two-phase hierarchical approach to SVM training which mimics the method employed by human coders. Human coders first classify a bill as falling under one of 20 major topic codes (see Table 1 ) and then further classify it as falling under one of 226 subtopics. For example, a bill proposing to reform the health care insurance system is assigned to fall under subtopic 301, where the 3 indicates health, and the 01 indicates health insurance reform. The advantages of the two phase approach were many, but two reasons stand out. First, training SVMs on 226 subtopic codes across large numbers of bills is computationally expensive. Using this hierarchical approach greatly reduces the computational expense of the sorting. The hierarchical approach can be implemented on a common laptop computer with a complete sorting of the full data set in much less than a day of processing. Second, human coders are more likely to disagree on subtopic coding than they are on major topic coding. Thus, correctly predicting the major topic of a bill has more value to the coding team than completely missing the mark.
The hierarchical approach's two-phase system begins with a first pass which trains a set of SVMs to assign one of 20 major topics to each bill. The second pass iterates once for each major topic code and trains SVMs to assign subtopics within a major class. For example, we take all bills that were first assigned the major topic of health (3) and then train a collection of SVMs on the health subtopics (300-398). Since there are 20 subtopics of the health major topic, this results in an additional 20 sets of SVMs being trained for the health subtopics.
Once the SVMs have been trained, the final step is subtopic selection. In this step, we assess the predictions from the hierarchical evaluation to make our best guess prediction for a bill. For each bill, we apply the subtopic SVM classifiers from each of the top 3 predicted major topic areas (in order to obtain a list of many alternatives). This gives us subtopic classification for each of the top 3 most likely major categories. The system can then output an ordered list of the most likely categories for the research team.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Evaluation of success is straightforward because high quality information which describes "the ground truth" is available. This section describes the data sets used in our experiments and our methodology for assessing performance against human labelers.
Data Sets
This research was conducted using the Congressional Bills Project's public data set 5 . At the time (April 2004), 'only' 108,000 records were available for analysis. All statistics are generated from the 108,000 record set.
For the purposes of testing, the 108,000 records were divided into two groups and processed using the "train on 50%, test on 50%" methodology. We report results for the entire set using cross validation, which means we run the system twice (the second run swaps the train and test examples), allowing us to test on all available bills. To select the groups, random sampling without replacement was applied across all of the bills. The experiment was repeated many times, and the statistics were comparable. We report the last run.
Evaluation Metrics
We use metrics common in topic spotting and clustering analysis work in our evaluation of performance. The usefulness of our system was measured by its ability to predict the truth for every record. For analysis convenience, we also summarize consistency with the truth by major topic and subtopic classifications. Finally, we report Cohen's Kappa and AC1 to assess inter-coder agreement with the human team, as described in [3] and [12] .
Cohen's Kappa statistic is a standard metric used to assess intercoder reliability between two sets of results. Usually, the technique is used to assess results between two human coders, but the computational linguistic field uses the metric as a standard mechanism to assess agreement between a human and machine coder.
Cohen's Kappa statistic is defined as:
In the equation, p(A) is the probability of the observed agreement between the two assessments:
Where N is the number of examples, and I() is an indicator function that is equal to one when the two annotations (human and computer) agree on a particular example. P(E) is the probability of the agreement expected by chance:
Where N is again the total number of examples and the argument of the sum is a multiplication of the marginal totals for each category. For example, for category 3, health, the argument would be the total number of bills a human coder marked as category 3, times the total number of bills the computer system marked as category 3. This multiplication is computed for each category, summed, and then normalized by N 2 .
For reasons of bias documented by [3] , computational linguists also use another standard metric named the AC1 statistic to assess inter-coder reliability. The AC1 statistic corrects for the bias of Cohen's Kappa by calculating the agreement by chance in a different manner. It has similar form:
But the p(E) component is calculated differently:
Where C is the number of categories, and π c is the approximate chance that a bill is classified as category c. 
In this paper, we report both Cohen's Kappa and AC1 because the two statistics provide consistency with topic spotting research and most other research in the field. For coding problems of this level of complexity, a Cohen's Kappa or AC1 statistic of 0.70 or higher is considered to be very good agreement between coders.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Congressional Bills Project assessed the system by its ability to reliably predict the major topic and subtopic about as well as a human. These results are reported in Tables 3 through 6 , and they express that the system is about as accurate as a trained human coder at identifying the major topic of a bill, and sometimes as accurate at identifying the subtopic of a bill, with some exceptions.
The results in Table 2 illustrate that the system automatically determines the correct major category for over 80% of the bills. The single worst category is Category 99, which makes sense because this is an 'Other' category only used for bills that could not reasonably be assigned to any other category. Performance on other categories varies, but is mostly above 80% correct. The single best category was Category 18, 'Foreign Trade' at almost 90%. Excluding the 'Other' category, the most difficult category Table 3 presents the overall statistics for categorization at the subtopic category level. The number of possible bills is slightly lower (only by 0.1%) because our hierarchical approach only hypothesizes minor categories within the top three major categories for each bill. This provides for significant computational savings, while missing only a negligible number of bills. The overall percentage of correct bills is 71% and is lower than for the major categories, but this task is significantly more complex with over 200 possible categories instead of 20 for the major category case. Tables 4 and 5 
Systems-to-Human Inter-coder Agreement
The second set of calculations assessed inter-coder reliability, as calculated using Cohen's Kappa and AC1. We use a single coder to express the performance of the entire Congressional Bills team and note that in future research we will integrate the system as a coder within the team for testing. The calculations are summarized in Table 6 , and demonstrate, using either Cohen's Kappa or AC1 as metrics, the system performs about as well as humans would be expected to perform. 
CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
Researchers are now classifying government, media and public activities according to common coding systems to expand the scope of comparison across government institutions. The Congressional Bills Project and the Policy Agendas Project are just two examples. Their experience makes clear that the shift from paper documents to electronic documents should make their job easier, but without new tools and methods, progress will be slow and expensive.
This research focused on the process of sorting United States Congressional bills using an established classification system. Extensive work by the Congressional Bills team set the benchmark for measuring an automated system. And the techniques in this paper demonstrate that support vector machines are effective for efficiently classifying Congressional bills. On some types of bills, the system has difficulty compared to an expert coder. But, in the balance, the algorithm is quite compact and robust. Considering the complexity of coding legislative text into one of 226 subtopics, its effectiveness is about as good as can be expected when using techniques based solely on the "bag of words" principle. Future research should examine using other features which could improve the system as well as other algorithms.
The described algorithm also displays another highly desirable trait for the task -it is easily extensible with additional features. The SVM system is capable of considering out-of-band data to aid in reaching a conclusion in text classification. In concrete terms, the system could be told to consider a count of THOMAS LIV classifications, sponsor committee membership, and other relevant information when predicting the subtopic of a bill. With the correct tools, extending the system to improve its accuracy would then become an exercise for any political science student interested in taking up the task. The next step for the team is to integrate the algorithm with the human coding team of the Congressional Bills project. Use of the system in their daily work would provide them with the ability to predict the major and subtopic codes for each new Congress' set of bills. Although the system cannot be trusted to generate a 100% accurate answer, it already generates meaningful information useful to understanding when it is making a systemic, likely true prediction versus a wild guess for each bill. This information is critical to the successful adoption of systems like this, and methods to expose this information will be the subject of future research. The team is applying for National Science Foundation funding to pursue these opportunities.
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